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THE VARIABILITY OF THE  
ANNUAL TEMPERATURE CYCLE

Tmax  (interpolated) maximum temperature
tmax    date of maximum temperature

Tmin  (interpolated) minimum temperature
tmin    date of minimum temperature



RELATED QUANTITIES
FOR POINTS WITH ONLY ONE MAXIMUM AND ONE MINIMUM

SUMMER LAG (SL)
SL = tmax – DATE OF SUMMER SOLSTICE
WINTER LAG (WL)
WL = tmin – DATE OF WINTER SOLSTICE

ANNUAL LAG [ AL = (SL+WL)/2 ]

LENGTH OF SPRING (WARMING PERIOD)
SP = tmax – tmin
LENGTH OF AUTUMN (COOLING PERIOD)
AU = tmin - tmax



EARLIER WORK

(1) Australian summer maximum lags (Alexander et 
al 2005 – Aust. Met. Mag.)

(2) Annual sea surface temperature lag as 
an indicator of regional climate variability 
(Li et al 2010 – Intl. J. Climatol. – under review)

(3) Random walk lengths of about 30 years 
in global climate (Bye et al. 2011 – Geophys. Res. Lett.)

(4) The changing length of spring under 
global warming in high latitudes (Bye and 

Fraedrich 2012 – Atmosphere-Ocean – under review)



THIS STUDY – DATA     
SOURCES

As in (4)

ERA40  reanalysis (1958-2001) (Uppala 2003)

ECHAM5 simulations (1958-2001 and 2157-2200 [AR4 
SRES A1B scenario] ) (Roeckner 2005) 

Note:  in the ECHAM5 model the land surface parameters are specified

Monthly averaged data,
Climate averages,
Lagrangian interpolation for year day of tmax and tmin

Mask over points with more than one maximum/minimum



(a)  Day of temperature maximum
(b)  Day of temperature minimum

Grey mask – points with more than one maximum and minimum



(a) Minimum separation of Tmax peaks (days)
(b) Minimum separation of Tmin peaks (days)

Blue mask – points with more than two maxima and minima



MAIN POINTS FROM GLOBAL 
FIELDS

The tropical structure is NOT symmetrical about the equator in part due 
to the variation in polar angle of the Earth’s orbit

Many regions of one temperature maximum and one temperature 
minimum occur in the tropics

Oceanic equatorial tongues of high lag are due to regions of minimum 
thermal feedback (Frankignoul et al. 1998, Li et al. 2010)

Multiple extrema due to the Madden-Julian Oscillation in the Tropics, 
and double extrema in the high southern Subtropics due to Semi-
annual oscillation  (Simmonds and Jones 1999)



(a) Standard deviation of Tmax (K)
(b) Standard deviation of Tmin (K)

Grey mask – points with more than one maximum and minimum



(a)  Standard deviation of SL (days)
(b)  Standard deviation of WL (days)

Grey mask – points with more than one maximum and minimum



AIMS OF THIS STUDY

(1) To highlight the SYMMETRIES of the 
hemispheric surface temperature signal

(2) To show the meridional structure of  the 
length of spring

(3) To show and explain the predictions of 
changes in spring length under global 
warming



MEAN EXTRATROPICAL 
PROPERTIES(SL,WL,AL,SP days) 

Summer lag (SL)   Winter lag (WL)

ocean         land                        ocean       land
ERA40 1958-2001                      61             26                     71           24
ECHAM5 1958-2001                  65             27                         77           26
ECHAM5 2157-2200                  67             29                         81           29

Annual lag (AL) Spring length (SP)

ERA40 1958-2001                      65             25                     173           185
ECHAM5 1958-2001                  71             27                         171           183
ECHAM5 2157-2200                  74             29                         169           183

Ocean Spring 22 days shorter than autumn – due to retention of heat in autumn
Land Spring 4 days longer than autumn – probably due to growth cycle

ECHAM5 probably underestimates heat exchange with the deep ocean



(a) Length of spring (SP) days – ERA40 1958-2001
(b) Length of spring (SP) days – ECHAM5 1958-2001
White mask – points with more than one maximum and minimum



ZONAL AVERAGE (SP) days



MERIDIONAL SPRING PROFILES

Zonal averages of the length of spring (SP) :

show a remarkable hemispheric symmetry

are almost constant in the subtropics on land and in 
the ocean in both hemispheres

show positive length spikes in the ocean near 60 
degrees in both hemispheres

decrease towards the poles on land beyond 60 degrees 
in both hemispheres



The change in length of spring (SP - days) between 1958-
2001 and 2157-2200 from ECHAM5 

White mask  - points with more than one maximum and minimum



CHANGE IN ZONAL MEAN  OF SP  days



PREDICTIONS FOR A WARMER WORLD

Very small changes in SP occur except in 
the polar regions where the positive length 
spikes in the ocean are removed, and the 
polar decrease in SP on land is enhanced.





PHYSICAL CAUSES OF THE CHANGES 
IN POLAR SPRING LENGTH (d) and (e)

In Hudson Bay, Baffin Bay and the Kara 
Sea less sea ice causes later winters: SP 
decreases

In the outer Weddell Sea later winters occur 
due to ice free conditions (> -2 degrees C): 
AU increases, hence SP decreases

In both hemispheres these oceanic changes 
propagate on to the land



PHYSICAL CAUSES OF THE CHANGES 
IN POLAR SPRING LENGTH (b)

In the Arctic Ocean (and also the inner 
Weddell Sea and Amundsen Sea) later 
summers are due to an increase in 
meltwater:  SP increases

(a) and (f)  It is ‘interesting’ that Antarctica 
and Central China show very similar 
warmings of about 5 degrees C 



PHYSICAL CAUSES OF THE CHANGES 
IN POLAR SPRING LENGTH (c)

In the North Atlantic Ocean (and also the 
Antarctic Circumpolar Current) earlier 
winters occur:  SP increases.   This is due 
to less oceanic meridional exchange under 
global warming



The change in length of spring (SP - days) between 1958-
2001 and 2157-2200 from ECHAM5 

White mask  - points with more than one maximum and minimum



CONCLUSIONS 

(1) Over the ocean, winter lag (WL) is 
greater than summer lag (SL) and hence 
spring length (SP) is less than autumn 
length (AU) by about 22 days

(2) In the temperate latitudes of both 
hemispheres the changes in zonally
averaged WL, SL and SP are small

(3) In the polar regions ice processes 
change this simple pattern  



CONCLUSIONS

(4) Under global warming the temperate 
pattern extends poleward beyond 60 
degrees, being driven by similar oceanic 
processes in both hemispheres

(5)  The distribution of points with one 
maximum and one minimum of 
temperature is not symmetrical about the 
equator due in part to the variation in 
polar angle of the Earth’s orbit
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